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The case before the Supreme Court challenges the legality of Victoria’s curfew.Supreme Court challenges the legality of Victoria’s curfew.Supreme Court challenges the legality of Victoria’s curfew.Supreme Court challenges the legality of Victoria’s curfew.Supreme Court challenges the legality of Victoria’s curfew.

Whatever the result, it deserves close attention. There are important lessons about

the proportionate application of public health emergency powers.

The limitations placed on using emergency powers to address a public health

threat are outlined in UN conventions, various acts of parliament and also in public

health and ethical frameworks.

Melbourne curfew: It is questionable whether limiting shopping hours is the safest option. Chris Hopkins

Under the Victorian Charter of Human RightsVictorian Charter of Human RightsVictorian Charter of Human RightsVictorian Charter of Human RightsVictorian Charter of Human Rights, limitations must satisfy principles

including being necessary and proportionate. Proportionality is also a principle in

Victoria’s Public Health and Wellbeing ActVictoria’s Public Health and Wellbeing ActVictoria’s Public Health and Wellbeing ActVictoria’s Public Health and Wellbeing ActVictoria’s Public Health and Wellbeing Act and forms an important constraint in

outlining that use of powers should be “proportionate to the public health risk

sought to be prevented, minimised or controlled; and not be made or taken in an
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arbitrary manner”. This is consistent with the Siracusa principlesSiracusa principlesSiracusa principlesSiracusa principlesSiracusa principles outlined in the

provisions of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, to which

Australia is a signatory.

Proportionality is not just a legal principle but a public health and ethical standard.

The Nuffield ladder of ethicsNuffield ladder of ethicsNuffield ladder of ethicsNuffield ladder of ethicsNuffield ladder of ethics, a widely accepted public health framework,

highlights that more stringent justification is required for more restrictive public

health interventions. It also affirms that restrictions be applied proportionally by

using the least restrictive measure required.

As public health physicians, we weigh proportionality when considering

interventions to address threats such as obesity, tobacco-related deaths and road

deaths. The principle means we don’t ban cars or cigarettes, which would save

thousands of lives (even if public health physicians like me might support such

bans – on cigarettes at least).

Let’s apply the proportionality principle to the curfew. Restrictions were necessary.

But does a curfew represent the least restrictive approach? If so, there should be

sound reasoning to indicate its effectiveness beyond the effect of other stringent

stage four restrictions.

Premier Dan Andrews argued that the curfew wouldn’t make much difference as it

simply limited when exercise and shopping for food could be done. Other risky

activities were already banned under stage four. But there are flow-on effects on

businesses, people’s essential work and individual preferences or routines. And

when freedoms are already limited more than at any other time in Australia’s

history, it is even more important not to unnecessarily limit them further.

The Premier’s justification for the curfew relies on the argument that changing the

timing of exercise and shopping decreases spread. Yet only hearsay evidence has

been presented. While acting in the absence of evidence might be acceptable given

the novel situation being faced, critical and transparent analysis should still have

taken place. This would have raised concerns that the curfew might even be

counterproductive.

Concentration could increase risks

We can assume a similar amount of trips were made to supermarkets and for

exercise. But the curfew compresses them into a 15-hour timeslot. Logically, this

may increase density of people in shops, parks and exercise areas, and might

To build community trust and acceptance during such
limitation of human rights, the community should know how
the decision was made, by whom, on what evidence and for
what end.
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therefore be dangerous when trying to control the spread of COVID-19.

Take my example. I work part-time in an emergency department and I am

obviously at increased risk given I treat patients with COVID-19. Finishing at 10pm,

the safest time to shop is on the way home. The supermarkets are quiet and I

encounter few people. Likewise, the elderly who are vulnerable to COVID-19 might

choose to shop at 10pm to avoid encountering many people. Instead, the curfew

forces us all to shop at times when we encounter more people – and more risk.

For these reasons other countries have opposed curfews, except where the curfew

is used as an alternative to a lockdown – such as in France.

So why a curfew? Another suggestion was that it would make policing easier. But

the curfew was not requested by the Police Commissioner. And other restrictions

had already reduced the normal police workload and enabled them to focus on

COVID-19.

The curfew seemingly fails the human rights test of necessity, proportionality and

transparency for use of emergency powers. This matters because when facing

large-scale and arbitrary restrictions on individual freedoms, the public needs to

have confidence in the integrity of the process being used to limit their freedoms.

What can we learn when considering the future use of emergency public health

powers? Or their use in response to a third wave (heaven forbid)?

Firstly, restrictions, and especially severe and unprecedented restrictions, need to

be based firmly on public health evidence and analysis. This is an important

protection. It’s not a political decision. Public health professionals, and specifically

the Chief Health Officer, are tasked with making these decisions. It is concerning

that the CHO had not recommended the curfew.
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Finally, necessary restrictions need to be developed and applied with high levels of

transparency and accountability. Severe restrictions are sometimes (but rarely)

necessary to achieve public health ends. To build community trust and acceptance

during such limitation of human rights, the community should know how the

decision was made, by whom, on what evidence and for what end.

The Supreme Court case, whatever the outcome, helpfully reminds us to take great

care when using the law and public health to limit people’s freedoms.

Nathan Grills is an associate professor and public health physician at the Nossal

Institute for Global Health at the University of Melbourne.
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